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ABSTRACT
In the last years, an intensive world wide effort is speeding up the developments in the establishment of a
global surveillance network for combating pandemics of emergent and re-emergent infectious diseases.
Scientists from different fields extending have teamed up for rapid assessment. Towards this aim
mathematical modeling plays an important role in efforts that focus on predicting, assessing and controlling
potential outbreaks. To better understand and model the contagious dynamics, the impact of numerous
variable ranging from the micro host-pathogen level to host-to-host interactions, as well as prevailing
ecological, social, economic and demographic factors have to be analyzed and studied thoroughly. In the
present study, I discuss the main approaches that are used for the surveillance and modeling of infectious
disease.
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid technological and theoretical progress
has dramatically enhanced our arsenal is fighting
epidemics and we are getting better on it. The
global surveillance network is growing under an
intensive vaccines and antiviral drug and
knowledge goes deep in details such as the
molecular structure of a variety of viruses (Abeku,
et.al. 2002)1. A large and intensive research is
evolving for the design of better drugs and
vaccines, yet, studies warns us that a new
pandemic-influenza-type is the most worrisome
one is sooner or later on the way (Mishra,
2020a)23. The problem stems mainly from two
reasons:
1. The continuous and ever-lasting mutations of
the viruses.
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2. The complexity in the disease transmission
mechanism.
Unfortunately the odds are that in a real crisis,
even if researches succeed to come up with a
vaccine tailor made for an emerged virus strain, it
is doubtful that if would stop a pandemic (Mishra,
2020b)24.
Mathematical,
statistical
models
and
computational engineering are playing a most
valuable role in shedding light on the problem and
for helping make decisions (Acuna-Soto, et.al.
2005)2.
THE
BEGINNING
OF
MATHEMATICAL
MODELING IN EPIDEMIOLOGY:
The first mathematical modeling of epidemics
dates back in 1766. In this paper "Essaid`une
nouvelle analyze de la mortalite cause par la petite
verole, Daniel Bernoulli developed a mathematical
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model to analyze the mortality due to smallpox in
England, which at that time was one in 14 of the
total mortality. Bernoulli used his model to show
that inoculation against the virus would increase
the life expectancy at birth by about three years
(Bernoulli, 1766)4. A translation in English and
review of this work can be found in (Blower and
Bernoulli, 2004)6, while a revision by D' Alembert
appears in Dietz and Hesterbeek (2002)14.
Lambert, (1772)20, followed up the work of
Bernoulli extending the model by incorporating
age-dependent parameters. Laplace has also
worked on the same concept. However this line of
research has not been developed systematically
until the bench mark paper of Ross (1911)27,
which actually establishes modern mathematical
epidemiology. In this work, Ross addressed the
mechanistic a priori modeling approach using a set

of equations to approximate the discrete-time
dynamics of malaria through the mosquito-borne
pathogen transmission (for a discussion and a
review of this model see also Smith, et. al.
2012)29.
MATHEMATICAL MODELING METHODOLOGIES
Mathematical modeling and simulation allows
for rapid assessment. Simulation is also used when
the cost of collecting data is prohibitively
expensive, or there are a large number of
experimental conditions to have been proposed
looking at the problem from different perspectives
(Akaike, 1974)3. The category of approach used in
this study statistical methods for surveillance of
outbreaks and identification of spatial patterns in
real epidemics (Best et.al., 2005)7. Here I, draw
the map of this approach and try to describe their
basic underpinning concepts (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Statistical - based methods for Epidemic Surveillance
STATISTICAL
BASED
METHODS
FOR
EPIDEMIC SURVEILLANCE:
One of the most important aspects in epidemics
revolves around the surveillance, early detection of
possible outbreaks and patterns that may help
controlling a spread (Carrat and Valleron, 1992)8.
One of the very first success stories in the area is
the modeling of cholera epidemic that swept
through London in 1854. In the dawn of 20th
century Greenwood an epidemiologist and
statistician was the first professor of Epidemiology
and Statistics at the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Diseases establishing a rigorous
mathematical connection between fields.
An intensive worldwide effort led by World
Health Organization and Centers for Disease
control is speeding up surveillance network (Choi
and Thacker, 1981)9. New emerged pandemics
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such as the AIDS, the severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) of 2002-2003 and the H1N1 swine
flu of 2009 pandemics reminds is about the
importance of surveillance and prompt outbreak
detection (Costagliola, et.al. 1994)11. Towards
this aim, statistical methods have enhanced our
potential in fighting epidemic allowing for rapid
assessment of emerging situations (Dietz, 1988)13.
Obviously, the correctness of the data and the
selection of the appropriate methodology are
crucial for the construction of statistical models
that can capture in an efficient robust way the
communicable disease characteristics (Cowling,
et.al. 2006)12. In this study, author present and
discuss the most common schemes that can be
classified as follows:
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REGRESSION METHODS:
Regression models try to detect an outbreak
from time-series of epidemic-free periods by
monitoring a statistic of reported infected cases,
say y (t). An epidemic alert is raised when a certain
threshold, say k, is surpassed, defined by |y (t) - 𝜇|
> k, (𝜇 being the mean value of the time-series
distribution) within a confidence interval (usually
of 95%).
A basic regression model is that proposed from
Serfling which was initially constructed to monitor
the deaths of influenza based on the seasonal
pattern of pneumonia and influenza deaths. Due to
the seasonal behavior of the disease the following
cyclic regression model has been addressed:
𝑚
y (t) = a + bt + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑐1 cos𝜃 + ∑𝑖=1 𝑑1 sin𝜃 + e (t)

Where, 𝜃 is a linear function of time t while the
coefficients are to be determined by a parameter
identification technique. The cosine and sine terms
are used to approximate cyclical seasonal patterns;
e (t) is the noise (assumed that is Gaussian
distributed with mean zero and variance 𝜎 2 ) which
is estimated from the time-series.
Today, the above approach is used by the
Centers for Disease Control in the US, Australia,
France, and Italy for the detection of influenza
outbreaks. While the approach is very popular
among epidemiologists for predicting and
surveillance purposes, one has to be cautious
about their use as the form of the equation relies
usually on adhoc assumptions on the dependence
between the dynamics of a disease and the
independent factors (variables) that determine its
spread (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927, 1932,
1933)16,17,18.
Times series analysis based on autoregressive
models such as the autoregressive integrated
moving average model (ARIMA) and seasonal
ARIMA (SARIMA) as well as neural net-works.
These
models
relax
the
hypothesis
of
autocorrelation of regression models as well as the
hypothesis of simple autoregressive moving) in
which past disturbances are not modeled. In this
category, ARIMA models are the most commonly
used. Their general form reads:
A (Z-1) [∆𝑑 y (t) - 𝜇] = B (Z-1) e (t)
where y (t) denotes a stationary stochastic process
at time t with mean value E (y) (t) = 𝜇; z-1 is the
backward shift operator defined by z-k y (t) = y (t - k)
and ∆𝑑 is the differencing operator of order d
defined by ∆𝑑 = (1-z-1)d; A (z-1) is he autoregressive
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operator defined as
A
-1
-1
-1
(Z )=1+a1z +…….+ 𝑎𝑛𝑎 ;
B (z ) is the
moving-average operator defined by B (z-1) = 1 + b1
z-1 + ………… + 𝑏𝑛𝑏 z-nb ; e (t) is the residual (noise) at
time t representing the part of the measurement
that cannot be predicted from previous
measurements. For d = 0 and 𝑛𝑎 = 𝑛𝑏 = 0 one gets
the random walk with drift. Seasonal differencing
enters naturally in the above framework by
considering the seasonal differencing operator ∆𝑑𝑠 =
(1 − 𝑧 −1 )𝑑 (1 − 𝑧 −𝑘 )𝑠 where k is the length of
seasonal cycle and S is the degree of seasonal
differencing producing series of changes from one
season to the next.
Statistical process control methods including
cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts and exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) based methods.
CUSUM is probably the most common used
technique for the detection of disease out-breaks.
This is achieved by monitoring a cumulative
performance measure over time. Let us consider
the number of infected cases y (t) as observed at
different time instances t, i = 1, 2 ….n. In its simple
representation, for a single parameter process,
CUSUM is defined as
CUSUM (i) = ∑𝑖𝑖=1(𝑦 (𝑡1 ) − 𝑘)
OR in a recursive form as
CUSUM (0) = 0
CUSUM (i) = max (0, CUSUM (i-1) + y (𝑡1 )-k), i ≥ 0
Where, k is a reference value corresponding to
the difference between to the in control and the out
of control mean.
Hidden Markov models (HMM) used to explain
statistical correlation in time series: The
question that the HMMs come to answer in
epidemiology is the following: how can we infer
about the dynamics of particular infectious disease
and forecast its outbreak when we cannot
monitor/record explicitly the characteristics of the
disease but we can observe some possible
indicators of the disease? For example, can we
forecast the evolution of an influenza epidemic by
monitoring for example the number of reported
cases as recorded through a surveillance network
of physicians or in hospital units? HMM models are
exploited
exactly
under
these
limitations/constraints. Within this context, let us
denote by Y (t) the stochastic process of the
unobserved (hidden) state, e.g., the number of
cases of the disease in the population at time t and
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with O (t) the stochastic process of the observable
states.
Formally, HMMs are Markov processes, i.e.,
stochastic processes which satisfy the so called
Markov property (here for the sake of presentation
we assume discrete in time Markov processes
defined by :
P (Y) (t) = y (t)| Y (t-1) = y (t-1), Y (t-2) = y (t-2) ….Y
(1) = y (1) = P (Y) (t) = y (t) | Y (t-1) = y (t-1)]
Spatial models for monitoring, identifying and
forecasting disease outbreaks in different
locations. Most of the infectious disease result to
strong spatio-temporal pattern whose systematic
analysis is of outmost importance for better
understanding,
prediction
and
combating
21
outbreaks (MeLocd, 2000) . Spatial surveillance
requires the use of multivariate techniques
(Greenland, 2005)15. Most of the multivariate
methods can be viewed as extensions of standard
univariate methods- as the ones described above - ;
however there are others such as clustering,
principal component analysis (PCA) based methods
that do not have a common ancestor with
univariate ones. Kleinshmidt et al. (2000)19 used
a two tier approach for the surveillance of malaria.
They used regression analysis on the larger scale
and kriging interpolate the count data at an
unobserved location in order to forecast the
prevalence of the disease in the local scale. Cohen

et al. (2010)10 exploited PCA to create a single
surveillance index that can be used to summarize
temporal temporal and spatial trends of malaria in
India (MacNab, 2003)22.
AGENT-BASED SIMULATIONS:
In contemporary mathematical epidemiology,
agent-based
modeling
represents
the
state-of-the-art for reasoning about and simulating
complex epidemic systems. These take into
account details such as the transportation
infrastructure of the simulated area, the mobility of
the population, demographics, and epidemiological
aspects such as the evolution of the disease within
a host and transmission between hosts (Fig. 2).
Public-health epidemiologists, researchers, and
policy makers are turning to these detailed models
for reasons of ethics, cost, timeliness and
appropriateness. In epidemic systems, testing
experimental conditions would put the safety of
people at risk, creating an ethical problem. In other
cases, real-time evaluation of an existing system
may be prohibitively long. For example, in a
disaster, simulation can be used to rapidly
evaluate
many
previously
unexamined
alternatives. In all of these cases, since the
real-world system under study is a complex
system, multi-agent simulations are used as they
are considered to incorporate the appropriate level
of complexity.

Figure 2: Schematic of the components of an agent-based epidemic simulation.
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The author investigated the efficiency of various
contagion control scenarios such as vaccination of
households, children at school, isolation of infected
persons and vaccination of medical staff in
hospital. Balcan et. al. (2009)5 investigated how
short-scale and long-scale contacts due to air can
influence the spatio-temporal pattern of pandemic
(Watkins, et.al. 2008)30.
CONCLUSION:
In this paper I discussed and presented Key
modeling method used for the surveillance
presented key modeling method used for the
surveillance and forecasting of infectious disease
outbreaks
(Nunes,
et.al.
1980)25.
The
epidemiological model used in this study is the
statistical based method for epidemic surveillance.
The public health organization throughout the
world used such model to evaluate and develop
intervention disease outbreak policies for
ever-emerging epidemics (Pelat, et.al. 2007)26.
Simulation allows for rapid assessment and
decision making, providing quantification and
insight in the the spatiotemporal dynamics of the
spread (Shiryaev, 1963)28. An intensive inter and
multi-disciplinary research effort is speeding up
the developments in the field integrating advances
from epidemiology (Sroup, et.al., 1988)29,
molecular biology, computational engineering and
science and applied mathematics and well as
sociology. Now days, molecular, sociological,
demographic and epidemiologic data are exploited
to develop state of the art detailed very large scale
bottom up agent-based models aspiring to
approximate the dynamics of real world cases
(Zhou, et.al., 2010)31.
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